
July 20, 1969 
Senator Walter F. Mondale 
Lbited States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

• tear  Senator Menials; 
This latter was written on ally 7, but dire to a change in secretaries, misplaced' until 
now, so I have decided to type it myself. 
Thanks far your letters of July 3 and July 9. While I an pleased that you plan to make 
inquiries "with the appropriate staffs in 0:ogress and the Vsecutive Branch," and would 
be interested in the results of Guth inquiries, judging frees past experience I fear that 
With inquiries will provide you with little real insight into whet the issues in this 
controversy are. The Antics Department, for instance, continues to give congressmen 
and the public alike assusences that the Warren Report is OK, and yet their am 1988 Panel 
Review of the atztagesr" findings, despite its concluding paregraphs, actually raised nese 
and use serious questions concerning the autopsy. Rerthermore, when all of those fine 
Szariere and researchers got their day in cant, their case was found to be Atli of holes, 
and even their List-minute and sometimes absurd nitpicking amid not prevent a verdict 
which went against them. Dien after five years of preparation they could not success-
fully challenge the clam that there is "substantial evidence that shots were fired from 

. mere then one direction." I Added to_this _is the fact that their letters of reassurance, 
which I lamw you have seen, make the claim that critics of 

f ir 
 Warren OCarmission claim 

to have no rem evidence. As I pointed out in my first letter to you, this is not only 
patently false, but absurd as well, and no cos should know that better than an employes 
of the justice department who is also a lawyer. 
Tad Kupfarean CHAT), who has lashed into this matter ears deeply than the average con-
gressman, asked far a re-opening of the investigation arts. having exhausted himself 
attempting to find answers to the legitimate questions-Mat have been raised through 
normal gcvernavent channels. Tie was not as buttoned with areattee work as meet of you 
We. 
While I have no plans far a trip to Washington fear *rite some time, perhaps if you are 
in Itbseesota and have some time time, I Could shot, you -eve slides and movies of the as-
sassination so that you can Meke your men decisions bbout the validity of the questions 
which people like myself raise. Representative Don ?Mir has seen a hasty presentation 
of sass of this material in the hams of a mutual friend, T. Ittcris Vissthar, so hal 
oculd give you an opiniat of its worth. 
There are two ex-eaglets inveetigatcre in the Washingtro area who are sac rem; on the 
oases Harold Weisbetg Encino 8—Boa 304, Frederick, IW 21701 301 473-81880 and 
Bernard Fensterwald Jr. (927 15th St. NW, Suite 1108, Washington, DC 347-3837 or his 
ham phone in Arlington: 703 527-45803. Harold probably qualifies as the world's 
format easthority ax this subject, While Bud is such newer to the came, although he 
is director of the 0:mmittes to Investigate Assassinations, recently having resigned 
as thief camel far the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Pr. ccedure. 



Both of there an, who aro Mends. will be getting a copy of this letter, Viably 
ale *it* be We to meet with you, brief yeu an the one*  and awreastypep weirdoes 
lather *sad mast with yen at the Matienal lecbilmist to slint you thefiles Of the 
aseassinatian which ars asoilable trsrs. A ember of coniresimat bass food thin 
to be a abort end easy wry (the areAtives babag only a feu blocks fres the Senate 
officer baildirepi) to pin a rudimentary knodedp of the orwaial questions *beat 
what happened in Doily Plaza in 1,43. still hope however, that there will be 
a tine when we con it together* Tine and tine wino  everyenic frellt bend presidents 
to preedneur lawyers tall no that every mother of eengness should see W elides, and 
all I area reply in that I will mike then mailable and hope that oonareeemen ow oaf-
fiolantly ocnoerned about either the assensinstion itself, or the condent of federal , 
ogannies after it, to ones and on that* 
%wisest mamas. 

SincerelYs  

_Gary itiolvend Scheeler 
tow 392 Mayo Hospital 
Minneapolia, Minnesota 
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